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dgar backs
86 million
HE request
ov.

The General Assembly
has the option to approve,
amend or change the
Governor's budget before
the end of June. The new
fiscal year begins July 1.
Laurent Gosselin, local
chapter president of
Eastern's teacher's union,
called the Governor's message "conventional election
year rhetoric."
"If(the budget) turns out
to be real concrete support
for universities and faculty,
I'll find it encouraging,"
Gosselin said. "Problems
with university funding are
so extreme that a reasonable year now and then
isn't going to be sufficient."
Edgar backed the
IBHE's recommendation
that $2 million in financial
incentives be split among
seven of the 12 state universities for compliance
with the board's Priorities,
Quality and Productivity
initiative.
However,
Eastern was not one of the
schools slated to receive a

Jim
Edgar
ced Tuesday he will
rt the Illinois Board
· her Education's recended $86.4 million
ase for the state's 12
'c universities, markthe first time a
or has fully funded
d's request.
e governor unveiled
994-95 higher educadget at a meeting of
te board in Chicago.
'1ill outl.i ne his profiscal year 1995 bud. its entirety before a
session of the Illinois
Senior Justin Deverelo, an English major, explains to (from left to right) Josh Helman, 10; Paul
Assembly
eral
Tart, 12 and Robert Lewton, 8, how he operates all the electronics in the DJ booth at WEIU FM in
day.
the Buzzard Building. The boys were on a tour of the radio station with their Cub Scout Pac 41,
(the funding) recogDen
11.
the unique effort by
atate universities and
during the last two
to assure the money
Mattoon using the Mid-Illinois Newspaper staff as
By ANDY PURCELL
have been sending
Campus editor
anchors.
is spent wisely and
The new format is the result of compromise
·vely," Edgar said.
WEIU-TV's
Mid-Illinois
News
Scan
will
begin
between
WEIU administrators and students after
ar's budget includes
operating
Monday
under
a
new
format
that
will
students
submitted a memo last month expressing
.2 million operating ~bonus.
rotate
the
newscast's
location
and
staff
and
allow
their
dissatisfaction
with the program being taped
for Eastern - a $1.8
The PQP initiative,
at the Mattoon Journal Gazette with editors and
'on or 3.5 percent which was started by the the opportunity for more live broadcasts.
The new format, finalized on Tuesday, will be reporters of the Mid-Illinois Newspapers serving as
ase from 1993-94 ,IBHE in October 1991, is a
anchored
by students five days a week, with four anchors.
·
"ations.
program geared at cutting
Patty Culhane, spokeswoman for the students,
ard of Governors wasteful spending at the taped broadcasts and one live broadcast, said Hal
eswoman Michelle 12 state universities. It Wilson, WEIU's station manager. Eventually stu- said she is happy students will be returning to live
said the BOG was asks universities to cut dents may be allowed to produce a live newscast on production and was optimistic students will be able
to return to five-time-a-week live production.
but pleased by the costs in small, low-priority all five days, with administrative approval.
In
the
beginning,
four
programs
will
be
taped
but
''They said if we can do it, and I truly believe we
or's announcement.
programs and reapply the
can, we can go live five times a week," Culhane
these numbers make money to more popular, treated as if they were live.
Programs will be produced for two weeks by the said. "I'm excited about it, I really am."
rough the General high-enrollment programs.
students
from the WEIU-TV studio in the Buzzard
Culhane admitted it will take some time to get
ly t.o final appropriFaculty Senate chairBuilding.
Then
for
one
week,
programs
will
be
' we will have a very
.,. Continued on page 2
• Continued on Page 2
taped from the Journal Gazette newsroom in
year," Brazell said.

Learning experience

WEIU-TV to begin new format

linois blacks, men take longer to graduate
'tor's note: For decades, a
helor's degree has been
ught of as a four-year
osition. Recent figures
, however, that the avertime needed to earn an
rgraduate diploma has
closer to five years. The
wing is the second in a
-part series examining the

stem's graduation data
ports a recent Illinois
rd of Higher Education
showing that blacks and
take longer to earn their
rgraduate degrees than
and women.
e IBHE study covered the
uation of students who
lled as freshmen from

of Planning Services, white
males, on average, take 4 .6
years to graduate while black
males take 4.7 years. White
5 years
females take an average 4.3
years to graduate while black
females take 4.54 years.
These statistics were compiled from spring 1990 to summer 1993.
The IBHE report indicated
78 percent of black males take
at least five years to earn their
degrees.
Students and higher education officials cited a myriad of
social problems for the extended graduation trends. Delores
Cross, president of Chicago
State University, a school
pared with about 43 percent of involved in the IBHE's study,
attributes the difference to
women.
Statistics from Eastern high school preparation.
demonstrated the same
trends. According to the Office
" Continued on Page 2

A recent study shows that the average length of time it takes to earn an
undergraduate degree depends on race and sex and the situation.

1980-87 at 10 of Illinois' 12
public universities. It concluded that white and black males
take longer to earn an undergraduate degree than their ·

female counterparts.
According to the report,
nearly 52 percent of all male
college students needed five or
more years to graduate, com-
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man Bill Addison referred to
the governor's higher education budget as "good news and
bad news~'
Addison said Eastern will
probably benefit from the allocations the IBHE has recommended, but said he is concerned about the awarding of
PQP incentives.
''The idea to provide colleges
and universities with incentives for program management and quality is a good
one," Addison said.
He questioned, however, the
criteria jnvolved in awarding
the bonuses. He said it- was
not appropriate for the IBHE
to penalize Eastern for not

addressing specific board recommendations when the university made substantial cuts
in other areas.
Edgar's expenditure will
provide a $37 million boost for
financial aid as well as a 3.5
percent allocation for faculty
and staff pay hikes. The plan
also limits tuition increases at
the 12 state universities to 3
percent.
In the capital development
budget,
the
Governor
announced a 50 percent
increase for higher education
building projects. Included in
the list of 21 projects to be
funded next year is $1.75 million to complete the Buzzard
Building rehabilitation project.
The allocation will be used to

purchase furniture, computers
and audio/video equipment.
In other matters Tuesday,
theIBHE:
• Approved a $50,000 cooperative work study grant for
Eastern. The grant will help
fund internships for undergraduate students.
• Authorized seven of the 12
state universities to offer new
degree programs and opportunities in research and public
service.
• Passed a resolution reaffirming the importance of
international education on
campuses in accordance with
state legislation mandating
some form of international
education at all public universities.

WEIU-TV
+ FromPage

1

used to producing live broadcasts again and
said she is happy the dispute has finally been
resolved.
"I'm sure we're going to make some mistakes - we're rusty," Culhane said. "We
haven't been live for almost a year.
"I'm just glad we're going to get back to producing news. This has been a distraction we
didn't need."
Harry Reynolds and Bill Lair, editors of the
Journal Gazette and Times-Courier, respectively, said they are happy with the new format, but said some groups, including the faculty and student senates, had unfairly criticized the newspapers' role in the joint venture.
. ''After we got into this, we started getting
some criticism and it didn't distinguish

between the (WEIU) administration and the
newspapers," Reynolds said. "I think we
resented that a little bit."
Lair said: "I think one of the things that
disappointed me was the lack of contact from
a variety of people at Eastern as to what our
role was. There were a lot of people talking
about us but not to us.
"I think there were some benefits to the
students which we were providing and were
never heard; I think some groups overlooked
those things."
Reynolds said he doesn't have any hard
feelings toward the faculty and student senates but said he wished the groups would've
become fully informed before they spoke out
against the newspapers.
"I don't think the groups that opposed it are
malicious," Reynolds said. "I think it was a
matte'r of not having all the -i nformation."

Illinois-"_ · _
· ------• FromPage 1

''What is done on a pre-college basis is very important to
students," Cross said. "Women
are possibly focused on their
education earlier than men
are and better advisement
could help to relieve the situation."
"It is possible to graduate in
four years, but I don't see
many people doing it," said
fifth-year senior Eric West, an
Eastern sociology major who is
black. "Staying here five years
is now the trend. A lot of other
students I know are using an
extra year to graduate."
John Coffey, an academic
adviser, said the difference
between male and female
graduation rates may be
because there are more women

in higher education.
''Male study skills and ideas
are not as intact during college
as females are," Coffey said.
"We (males) don't tend to
mature fully until much later
in life. We don't tend to plan
very well either."
Black males don't only take
longer, but also drop out more
often than other demographic
groups, said Johnetta Jones,
director of Eastern's Minority
Affairs Office.
Jones said the major reason
the dropout rate was so high
among blacks is the issue of
"delayed gratification."
This also attributes to
longer graduation rates, she
said.
"A lot of blacks in college say
'If I drop out, I can get a job
and have a nice car right now,
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rather than starving for four
or five years in college,"' Jones
said.
Cross said it should not
matter how many years a student spends attending a university.
"What matters is how the
student spends his time at the
university," she said.
Charles Colvin, a professor
of African American Studies,
said several social factors dictate when, or if, black males
graduate.
"In general, it takes black
males longer to complete college when it comes to financial
problems," Colvin said. "Not
finishing college, however, has
nothing to do with ability.
There are other more prevalent factors such as money of
family."
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cuts
xpected
payroll
NATALIE GOTT
fwriter

uts in student payroll should be
first made in the Sports and
reation Board 1994-95 budget
est, said David Dutler, director
orts and recreation.
t Tuesday's Apportionment
rd meeting, Dutler said if any
s have to be made from his
ested budget, he would prefer
y be made from the request of
,566 for student payroll. Cutly, more than 250 students are
loyed at the Recreational
rts Office. Twenty of the 250
ent employees are provided by
work study program, which gets
nds from the state.
DEE ANN VILLECCO /Staff photographer
he Sports and Rec Board subed a budget request of $129,009
27 ,209 of which it is requesting Sophomore Rick Plocinski, a marketing and speech major, waits behind the counter for customers Tuesday afterstudent fees. The request is noon at the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union bowling alley.
,249 more than the approved
get for this year.
·
I will gamble that we will get
k study people and we will cut
roll," Dutler said. "That (stuNeumann also said Champaign will
Don Mapes, task force member, said
t payroll) is the heart of our By TRAVIS SPENCER
Staff writer
have no affect on his vote.
he is going to stay neutral until he can
get."
The Charleston City Council called sit down with his notes and look into
We pretty much have always
After listening to testimony at three for the liquor hearings as a response to all the options.
n given money back because of
liquor task force hearings, four liquor the City of Champaign's decision to
"I want something to go with the
k study," Dutler said. "I would
task force members say a recommen- consider raising its entry age from 19 decision," Mapes said. "I want reasons
to think it will be the same for
dation to the Charleston City Council to 21. Task force members said they and I want to know why we make the
next year."
concerning the city's bar-entry age will feared University of Illinois students decision. We need to create a platform
owever, R. J. Wood, student
be forthcoming.
would drive to Charleston to get into for our decision."
irman of the Sports and Rec
However, all four indicated they are bars if Champaign raises its age.
Smith said: "I listened to all the
rd, said the hoard's main connot yet ready to make up their minds
Smith
said
enforcement
of
the
21
opinions
and options of the people and
is to make sure they get the
on the issue. Two of the three students drinking age is the main issue for Eas- now I'm ready to talk about the issues
ey they have requested for a
on the committee agreed the issue tern students. He said the 19-and-20- in our meetings."
computer system.
should
be decided based on local year-old students want to be able to go
Smith and Don Yost, alcohol task
he (current) computer system
needs.
force member, said stepping up eninto the bars and be respected.
cient. It's horrible," Wood said.
Task force member Bobby Smith
Don Yost, member of the liquor task forcement of the law is the bottom
ey are old computers from Blair
agreed with task force chairman Lou force said Charleston police need to line. Yost said he wants the task force
1. There is one nice computer
Hencken's opinion that Champaign's increase their efforts against underage to come up with new ideas for enforceit runs from the time the Rec
decision on its bar-entry age shouldn't drinking.
ment.
ter'opens until it closes."
affect the vote of any of the members.
''At
this
point
I'm
not
convinced
that
"I see nothing wrong with unanhe board has submitted a
"I never thought it would make a just raising the entry age will stop nounced uniformed officers coming
uest of $15,500 to purchase a
difference in the first place," Smith underaged people from drinking," Yost into the bars and making ID checks,"
computer system. Included in
said.
said.
Yost said.
new system are two laser printStudent task force member Luke
' expanded memory service and
hoto scanner. The new system
Id connect with the most modcomputer at the Rec Center
The Charleston City Council voted unanimously across the alley about eight years ago, it had no legal
ing a four computer work staTuesday to reject a petition filed by residents asking authorization to do so, said Mayor Dan Cougill.
"We need to vacate the whole thing or address it in a
huck Prince, assistant director the city to release ownership of an alley to them bedifferent way," Cougill said.
rec sports, said an Eastern cause of litter and noise problems in the alley.
The rejected request asked the city to vacate its
If the entire alley is vacated, the change would cut
loyee researched the pricing of
computer. With the changing ownership of the southern half of an alley that runs off the driveway of Cheryl Levvix, 219 Taylor, one of
the residents who made the petition.
es in the computer market, an north from Polk Avenue to Taylor Avenue.
However, the council assured residents who live
In other business, the council:
ct amount of the cost cannot be
• Approved the final plan for The Fields subdivision,
e until the board knows it has near the alley that it would find a way to control noise
funds to purchase the system, and litter problems in the area - the reason why resi- which is being developed west of Route 130.
• Approved a zoning variance allowing Mike Carlyle
ce said. He added that the cost dents filed the petition. The request would have
be lower than the amount the turned over control of the southern half of the alley to to build a one-story apartment building at 1305 18th
residents whose property abut the alley.
St.
d budgeted.
If the request had been approved, residents would
• Approved a zoning variance allowing Ron Stearns
fit comes in at $3,000 less, you
have your $3,000 back," Prince have· barricaded the alley, which had been blocked to expand his printing business at 221 Monroe Ave.
until the city removed the blockade last November.
the AB.
Although the city had originally placed the barricade
- Staff report

Bored

Liquor Task force undecided

City rejects alley release petition

icket sales for Blind Melon drop after quick start
Union, sold 1,138 tickets on
Friday - the first day of
sales. Since that time, the
ticket office has sold 359
tickets: 266 on Saturday and
Monday and 93 on Tuesday.
The university is selling a
total of 4,000 tickets for
Blind Melon's March 12 performance in Lantz Gymnasium. The university sold
4,300 tickets for each of the
Bill Cosby performances dur~·
ing Parents Weekend.
David Milberg, director of

er the first day of ticket
for the spring concert,
than 1,000 tickets were
, but sales over the last
e days have slowed to
than 400 tickets, said
Gossett, director of the
tin Luther King Jr.
ersity Union.
he University Ticket
e, which is located near
Sugar Shack in the
'.
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student activities, attributed
the smaller ticket sales to
Blind Melon being an act
requiring more room for
audience movement.
.
"We're going to sell less
tickets because of the nature
of the concert," Milberg said.
"(Bill) Cosby is a sit-down
comedian, while Blind Melon
is a lot different."
Gossett is still hoping the
concert will sell-out, despite
the· drop in sales.
"It could be close to a sell!
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out; it is just hard to tell at
this time," Gossett said. "All
the students I have talked to
have been saying the concert
will sell-out."
Starting today, the Union
Ticket Office will also begin
offering tickets to the general public for $15, while tickets are $10 for Eastern students with a valid student
ID.
"I don't know how much
the general public will buy,"
Gossett said. "We still have a

few days to get a sell-out.
"I would like to have seen
50 percent of the tickets go
to the Eastern students. If
we are presenting an event
like this for the students, I
would at least like to see the
better seats go to them."
Although the concert date
is only 11 days away, Milberg said he has not yet
received a finalized copy of
the -contract with Blind
Melon, which is currently on
tour.

IDaily Eastern Jews

Athletic director
search should
include us all
As the selection of Eastern' s new athletic
director draws clo·ser, members of the campus community will soon have their chance
to influence the selection process.
That opportunity should be exercised to its
fullest advantage.
The first of the four candidates to interview
for the vacant athletic
director's p?st will be
on Eastern s campus
- - - - - - - - from tonight through
Friday. Each of the three remaining finalists
will visit Charleston for similar visits during
the next two weeks.
During these visits, each candidate will be
available to meet with representatives of all
of the constituencies from the campus community. These meetings will provide students
and administrators alike the opportunity to
meet the finalists, ask them questions, gain
an understanding of their various managerial
styles and scrutinize their backgrounds.
With the selection of the new athletic
director, Eastern will learn the identity of the
individual who will likely guide the athletic
department into the 21st century. That individual will be _facing issues such as declining
state funding, gender equity compliance,
conference alignment and NCAA classification.
Various individuals and constituencies
within the Eastern community would like to
see these issues handled in vastly different
fashions. It is likely that just as many opinions
on these subjects exist among the pool of
candidates still vying for the athletic director's post.
While no single individual has the power
to choose the new athletic director, just as no
single athletic director is likely to guide the
department out of difficulty anytime soon,
the selection process should not be treated
lightly.
Students, members of the administration,
faculty and staff should use these campus
visits as an opportunity to learn more about
each finalist. Beginning tonight, all those
who believe they have a stake in the selection process of the new athletic director
should make their voices heard.

-----------------Editorial

Bleak picture of future warrants discussio
Pimentel's is the least forgivi
sketch of the future to come
recently and is thus harder to
dismiss than most.
The idea that humans are
outpacing their environment
- Charles 1. Kettering, 1949
isn't the least bit new. It us
the
manifests itself in the wellIf you've ever been haunted
ported theory that most of
by visions of the apocalypse,
world's environmental and
don't look to David Pimentel fOr
its
comfort.
social problems are aggrava
He's not the lonely picket
Chris
by the burgeoning populati
who paces the sidewalk with a
Sundheim
Before we can hope to get a
sign urging passersby to brace
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - handle on other crises, we
for a fiery demise. And he doesn't call on sinners to
to first address this most basic problem.
repent before it's too late.
The most dramatic growth in population, the study
Pimentel, you see, has his own picture of The End, and
reports, surprisingly will not occur in Third-World nati
where official control of anything, let alone baby prod
it's at least as disturbing as the supernatural version
tion, is often hard to come by.
found in Scripture. This one, however, the world will
Here arise the time-honored debates of how to g
bring upon itself.
Pimentel is a Cornell University ecologist and the
em a population. How does a government tell its
author of a frightening new study assessing the world
to have fewer children? And what sort of a mandate
that set ethically?
population and how it relates to global resources. His
Here in the Midwest, where endless acres of land
report, released last week, paints an ugly scene of "absofilled only with crops stretch to the horizon, it's difficult
lute misery, disease and starvation" by the year 2100 if
we don't put the brakes on Earth's exploding population.
give even curious thought to a far-off era when the
human population spills outside its natural boundaries.
Consider a few of his predictions:
But those expanses of farmland help form the most
• The global population will dimb from its current
ous part of Pimentel's question of resources: "food
roughly 6 billion to between 12 billion and 15 billion.
• In the United States, the population will jump from its rity."
This·falI, several hundred of the world's scientists
current 250 million plus to 500 million. The U.S. standard
of living would decline to slightly better than in presentput their heads together for an international conference
day China.
on world population and development, marking the ft
meeting of its size to address the problem of ove
• Land degradation will lead to a 20 percent drop in
lation. They will probably raise a red flag and call on i
world food production during the next 25 years. World
reserves of coal, oil, natural gas and uranium will be
national leaders to make a commitment to support
mostly depleted by 2100, while ground water levels
and deeper studies.
Whatever recommendations the experts make, their
drop to dangerously low levels.
The crux of Pimentel's argument comes later. He
gathering and the growing volume of population
research points out the need for a frank discussion of
daims that in 106 years the planet will not be capable of
supporting a population of more than 2 billion: one-third
numbers.
its population size now. The best way to do so, he says, is
to limit families to "1.5" children each.
- Chris Sundheim is the news editor and a regular
We've heard these doomsday scenarios before; but
columnist for The Ddily Eastern News.

"We should all be concerned
about the future because we w9
have to spend the rest of our
Jives there. "

"It's d!fficult to
give even curious thought to a
Jar-off era when
human population spills
natuoutside
ral boundaries."
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Students aren't
honest in opposing
higher bar-entry age
Dear editor:
I have been reading for some time
about the debate over whether to
raise the bar-entry age from 19 to
21. I am in somewhat of a unique
position in that I am both a resident
of the area and an Eastern student.
From what I have read and hearc;I,
I believe the majority of Eastern students under the age of 2 t who
op~ raising the bar-entry age do
so not because they fear there will be
nothing left for them to do, but
because their activity of choice is
consuming alcohol. One very important point seems to go unmentioned
- those students under the age of 2 t
should not be consuming alcohol
anyway because it is illegal. In
essence, the furor being raised by
the students seems to be a result of
their anger that the city might enact
a law which would no longer facilitate this illegal activity.
Critics of my point of view will

Tour turn
likely say they oppose raising the
bar-entry age because they want a
place to socialize with friends, not
because they want to drink. This
argument is hard for me to swallow.
If students who are underage want
to socialiZe and sincerely have no
desire to drink, they can accomplish
this anywhere. You don't have to be
sitting in a bar to converse with
friends.
Along this.line, I thought it most
interesting when I read the headline,
"Students ask city not to up drinking
age" in the Feb. 22 issue of The Daily
Eastern News. This appears to mistakenly suggest that the current
drinking age is 19. Regardless of
what the city does, the drinking age
is, and has been for many years, 21.
The News appears to have missed
the boat altogether on that one.
The second criticism I anticipate is
that students will say there is nothing
for them to do if they can't go to
bars. I find this, too, to be an unreal-

istic argument. On campus, there is
a bowling alley, an indoor swimmi
pool, indoor and outdoor basketball
courts, various entertainment in the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union as well as periodic presentations by a number of prominent
authors, comedians and other professionals. In the Mattoon and
Charleston communities, there are
three movie theaters showing a to
of seven movies, three bowling
alleys, a theatrical company and a
YMCA that offers a wide variety of
programs and activities.
Students could also put together
house parties that don't indude al
hol as easily as they seem to organize those that do. This of course
assumes the students are sincere
when they say the object is to
ize with friends and not to drink.
If underage students at Eastern
concerned about the city raising
entry age because they want to
sume alcohol, I wish they would j
say so. What seems to be lacking is
desire on the part of many studen
to do anything else.
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Dean's
'list rules
under
scmtiny

~
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NIGHT
DJ - Rock -n- Roll

20 oz Miller Lite,
Bud, Micheal Shea
Onl~ $1°0
$1°0 f\llixers
NO COVER

By HEIDI KEIBLER
Staff writer

A Student Senate member is
fullowing up a resolution allowing her to examine the dean's
list, hoping to have a new sysm that will include all stuents with an A average.
Member Julie Tizzard said
e should have a proposal for
new dean's list in about two
onths. Currently, students
"th grade-point averages in
e top 10 percent of their cole are placed on the list.
Tizzard, whose resolution to
orm the criteria was passed
y the senate last semester,
ts to include students with
3.5 GPA or higher to the
's list as well.
The reformed criteria would
· allow the top 10 percent of
dents in their respective coles to be on the dean's list,
ut would also include stuents with an A average, she
"d.
"The current system is not
uitable," Tizzard said. "Some
olleges have more departents than others and more
dents are competing. That
es it unfair."
Tizzard said she is not sure
ow many more students
ould be added to the dean's
if the measure was passed.
"If it's done the way I hope, it
· just include the people who
ve an A average but have
n left out," Tizzard said.
Tizzard said she plans to
nduct surveys in residence
lls to determine students'
tisfaction with the current
's list system.
The surveys will ask stunts which college they are
lled in and if they are sated with the dean's list sys. The surveys will then oute Tizzard's proposed system
ask students which criteria
y would prefer.
"Hopefully I can get a wide
ple," Tizzard said. "I want
know which colleges are
t concerned with the poli"
After the surveys are tabu' Tizzard said she will get
put from faculty and deans
ough the Student Faculty
tions Committee, and take
proposal before the Dean's
cil.
"l'his is a long process," said
d. ''Hopefully within two
ths it will be completed."
Tizzard said she won't know
chances of the reformed cri. passing until she talks to
Dean's Council.
"Many of the faculty could
e less either way," said
d. "But if there is legitite concern, something
dbedone."
Even though she initially
sed the dean's list reform
personal reasons, Tizzard
she has gotten a lot of
ck from students about
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DEE ANN VILLECCO/Staff photographer

Patient host
Freshman Mark Neaton, a pre-engineering major, waits patiently on the side lines of the annual math conference to cater to his assigned table of guests Tuesday afternoon in the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union. More than 500 people attended the conference sponsored by
the Eastern math department.

Student workers removed
Replacement caused by recycling bin neglect
By CHRISTINE STARR
Staff writer
. Two students assigned to
emptying recycling bins at
the Lincoln, Stevenson and
Douglas complex have been
replaced after a building service worker commented the
bins had not been emptied
since last semester.
Joe Cantona, co-chairman
of the National Residence
Hall Honorary recycling
committee, said the two
group members were replaced this week. Cantona
was unavailable for comment
later to give the names of the
students.
Recently, a building service subforeman for the Lincoln, Stevenson and Douglas
complex said bins in that
complex were overflowing
into the hallways and building service workers were
forced to throw some cans
away.

Senate members on the
recycling committee _admitted there have been some
problems.
"(The program) is still in
its infancy. . . ," committee
member Greg Eisenpreiss
said. "Sometimes people forget to make sure the bins are
emptied."
.
The senate recycling committee is a volunteer organization comprised of senate
members and other student
organization members. The
committee has ,placed 30
recycling bins in various
locations on campus this
semester.
Previously, aluminum
recycling bins could only be
found in residence halls.
Members of the NRHH are
responsible for collecting
cans in the residence halls.
Cantona said about 40
NRHH members are involved in aluminum recycling at residence halls.

Members alternate duties,
which include emptying. bins
and depositing the cans at a
location near Eastern's married student housing. The
NRHH recycling bins are
supposed to be emptied twice
a week - on Mondays and
Thursdays.
In a related issue, members of both recycling organizations said that while aluminum recycling has been
successful on campus, there
is little possibiUty that
either group .will implement
a paper or plastic recycling
program soon.
Jym Gregory, NRHH adviser, said money generated
from the aluminum recycling
program, which has been in
existence for about five
years, is used for housing
scholarship money. However,
Gregory said the NRHH is
not actively petitioning for
bins for paper and plastic
recycling.

Increased minorities, honor
students primary BOG goal
By AMY CARNES
Administration editor

Eastern's Vice President for Student Affairs
Tuesday said a primary goal of enrollment
management is to increase the number of
minority and honor students on campus
among entering freshmen and transfer students.
Vice President for Student Affairs Lou
Hencken addressed the Faculty Senate
Tuesday along with Jill Nilsen, special assistant to the Eastern President David Jorns and
Dean of Enrollment Management Frank
Hohengarten. All three serve on the Board of
Governors Enrollment Management Committee. ·
Hohengarten said the committee provides a
specific forum to exchange ideas and hear
what other universities are doing to manage
enrollment. He said one benefit derived from
the system-wide initiative is the. development
of a mutual plan to enhance minority recruitment.
However, Senate member John Miller
expressed concern that the board's enrollment
management plan might compromise the
e had a lot of students efforts of individual universities.
Hencken said the BOG plan can help
to me with three As who
on dean's list," TizzaFd Eastern to recruit more minority students.
"There is nothing better in recruitment than
"I want to make the sysa satisfied customer," Hencken said. "If you cut
ore equitable."

-(· $,.,......,

.I. here is nothing better
''"'
in recruitment than a satisfied customer. ..We are very
institutional. "
-Lou Hencken
Vice President for Student Affairs
us, we bleed blue because of Eastern blue. We
are very institutional."
Hencken said the committee has had two
meetings so far this year and the next meeting
is scheduled to be held by video conference in
April.
In other matters, Faculty Senate executive
members Bill Addison and John Miller reported on a Monday meeting they had with university administrators to discuss the length of
department chairmen terms and the role of
faculty consultation in the appointment process.
"It is my impression that the specifics of
senate's recommendations concerning the
appointment and reappointment of chairmen
have been misinterpreted by a number of people in the campus community," Miller said.
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Daily Special
Any 6" Sub,
Small Drink and Chips

$3.29

• We Honor Any
Competitor's Coupon
• Double Stamps On
Sub Club Cards
Every Mon. & Tues.
636 W. Lincoln
348-SUBS

LEINENKUGEL'S AND
WWENBRAU DARK
PINTS

$1.00

Coming this Weekend:

The Drovers
&NILS

5°09 VanBuren

345-2380

IWHAT:s cooKIN'I

~l•Iff!lllfi!lij'
TODAY#S
SPECIALS

• Chicken fried steak
with real mashed
potatoes·, green
beans and a biscuit
• - Chicken fajita pita
sandwich with soup
or salad
• Garden omelette with
soup and muffin

Scrumptious Desserts
Fresh Baked Muffins
Daily Brea ktast Specials
409 7th St.• 345-7427
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Live concerts hit airwaves
By ADAM McHUGH
Activities editor

The concept of local performers playing live concerts
over the radio will be realized
by WEIU-FM (88.9) beginning Thursday night.
The four-part program will
be broadcast from 9 to 10
p.m. in WEIU's studio in
Buzzard Building, and will
feature area women folk
singers and bands. It is being
broadcast in conjunction with
Women's History and Awareness Month.
The program is an attempt
to give Eastern students and
Charleston residents a "taste
of different kinds of music"
over the radio, said Gaye
Harrison, director of publicity at WEIU-TV who is helping produce the program,
said the month-long series.

Two area folk singers and
two local bands will be featured in the program, which
was conceived last fall by a
programming committee at
the station, Harrison said.
"We figured that instead of
sponsoring a live concert and
trying to pack a bunch of people in the Rathskeller, we
could gain a bigger audience
over the radio," she said.
Harrison said the concert
has been offered for several
years at various campus locations.
"All the performers in this
series are part of last year's
concert, and they feel the live
performance is the next best
thing to having an audience,"
she said.
Harrison is also a member
of the band Motherlode,
which will perform in the

series March 10.
Thursday's featured performer is Denise Switzer, a
local folk singer. After Mother lode's appearance, a
band that plays Celtic music
will perform March 1 7, and
vocalist Julia Rea will play
March 31.
The station will not be
broadcasting during the
week of spring break.
Harrison said all performers slated for the concert
series fit well into Women's
History and Awareness
Month, because all are working women who find time to
perform.
"In the future we will offer
series that have more local
artists of all kinds, not just
women, but we felt these concerts would be fitting for this
month," Harrison said.

Improvement of professional
image topic of presentation
By PETER MEANEY
Staff writer
Improving professional image in order to
be more marketable in today's workforce is
the idea behind a seminar being offered by
Eastern's Counseling Center.
"Improving Your Professional Image," a
Life Skills Seminar, will begin at noon today
in the Arcola/Tuscola Room of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
Peggy Burthold, who conducts seminars
for Mary Kay Cosmetics, will moderate the
presentation.
Burthold, who has offered the seminar for
several years at Eastern, said she has recently been giving the seminar for nurses at hospitals in Houston, Texas.
·
Burthold said she has worked with Mary
Kay in providing seminars for about six
years.
She said the seminars are important to

people who want to make good impressions
not only in job interviews, but when they are
actual employees also.
"People who pay close attention to details
of the way they look tend to make better
employees," Burthold said.
The components of polishing an image
Burthold said she will examine include taking care of your skin and "how to be a better
dresser."
She will also give tips on wearing jewelry,
applying makeup and talk about hosiery for
men and women.
Burthold said in past seminars, she has received an overwhelming positive reply from
the audience.
She added many people have called her following the seminar and discussed dressing
tips and "all sorts of other things."
"The most important thing I have learned
about image is that little things make a difference," Burthold said.
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Ask about our Sunday Brunch. Bring a
friend and receive $2.00 off each meal

Hot Buffet tr Salad Bar

Lunch

$450
11-2 p.m. All You Can Eat
Larae Selection

BLT $2f5
Mucha !'Jacho $2f5

Beet Specials

Wednesday at

Uliarty's

Lunch:

Steak w/Marty's fries

tto"'g.)'

$2.49

$1 I~e House &Lite Drafts1::;\\
Tontte:

L

Play Lucky Numbers!

lots of Prizes!

Tu1e is r1n1in1 11t
The ONLY Off Campus Housing
On Campus
Now Leasing for Fall '94

PARK PLACE APARTMENTS
(Across from the Union on 7th)
Q

1,2, &.. 3 Bedroom
Dishwashers
Furnished Units
Balconies
Free Trash &... Parking
Laundry
Central AC
Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Call anytime 348-1479 for an appointment
or drop by the Rental Office on 715 Grant St. # 101
3:30 - 5:30 pm M-F

CORNER OF 4th
LINCOLN AVE.
345-2844

Dmner

20 oz. Bud Light

Chef Salad $275
Ribeye Steak Sand. $395

Never a Cover

19 to Enter & 21 drink

Developing a

Career

This is a workshop designed to
help you identify skills, interests,
and career information; then
match to a college major which
best suits you.

Dr. Bud Sanders
The Counseling Center

Thurs., March 3, 8:00 pm
The Counseling Center
Sponsored by the EIU Counseling Center

•
I

8

•
I
I

ALTERNATIVE
NIGHT

75¢
Drafts

I

s4oo

Vodka
Lemonade Pitchers

No Cover

------.. .
'

lftl

For one pizza, it's only $7 .95.

Charleston
90918th Street

348-7515
L------~----~------------~

UB Performing Arts
Presents:
.&.trek 'Contemporary
Dance Theatre
March 4 at 7:00 pm
in the Grand Ballroom
$1.00 Students $3.00 General
Public

-;;dnesda ·.March 2, ·1994

Serbian leader
Local
resort gives in to Russia
in legal
battle
SHELBYVILLE(AP)The legal battle over
Eagle Creek resort in
Shelby County shifted to
U.S. Bankruptcy Court in
Arizona, where new owners have sought protection
from creditors.
The state Department
of Conservation, which
leased the land to the previous owners, and a bank
representing investors
trying to foreclose on the
property, both contended
Tuesday that the recent
sale was invalid.
Both said they didn't
learn of the sale to Quail
Creek Associates Inc. of
Phoenix until a hearing in
Shelby County Circuit
Court on Monday - the
same day the new owners
were granted protection
under federal bankruptcy
law in Arizona.
Under the lease agreement, the previous operators "don't have the ability to change operators
and managers without
our OK," said Department
of
Conservation
spokeswoman
Carol
Knowles.
The mortgage and security agreement with
American National Bank
& Trust Co. of Chicago,
represents
which
• investors owed nearly
$16.5 million, "likewise
provides that the property
... is not transferable
'# absent our permission,"
said bank attorney David
Nelson.
American National
anted a Florida-based
roup appointed as the
esort's interim manager
uring foreclosure proceedings. But an order
· sued in the bankruptcy
se bars the state court
rom acting while the
hapter 11 proceedings
e under way, said James
ennett, an attorney for
e new owners.
The sale "is absolutely
ona fide and will be
pheld," Bennett said.
The
Chapter
11
ankruptcy reorganiza'on prevents the trustee
r any other creditor from
ollecting debts from
ail Creek.

SARAJEVO,
BosniaHerzegovina (AP) - Under the
gun from NATO and pressured by their Russian allies,
Bosnian Serbs agreed Tuesday
to open Tuzla airport to relief
flights that could feed hundreds of thousands of civilians.
The decision to reopen the
airfield was the crucial first
step to beginning a relief airlift to the 800,000 people,
many of them refugees, in and
around the besieged Muslim
city.
It was also the second major
concession the Bosnian Serbs
have made in as many weeks
and demonstrated the results
of NATO resolve to enforce
U.N. resolutions. NATO jets
shot down four Bosnian Serb
fighters violating the no-fly
zone Monday, and had threatened also to open Tuzla airport

-

b y force.
Bosnian Serb leader
Radovan Karadzic had
opposed opening the airport
because he believed arms
could be smuggled to the
Muslims controlling it. But he
made the concession following
talks in Moscow with Russian
Foreign Minister Andrei
Kozyrev.
Washington was pleased.
"I think the Russians are
trying to further the peace
process," said White House
Press Secretary Dee Dee
Myers. "I think they're trying
to be helpful."

WIN A TRIP TO THE
FINAL FOUR!
Scratch & Win Game Card with Pennzoil Lube-Oil-Filter Service
Grand Prize trip to the 1994
NCAA@ Final Four!
Plus! Thousands of other
NCAA Prizes!
Stop in for complete details

Lube-Oil-Filter

$11.88
10W30

No purchase necessary. Promotion ends 5131194 or while supplies last.

r 6iLCFiANGE -

I
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Limit 1 coupon
per customer
Please phone for
appointment
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Senate to gauge
students' reactions
Student Senate members
are expected to report on reaction from students about
whether to raise Charleston's
bar-entry age from 19 to 21 at
tonight's senate meeting.
The senate meets at 7 p.m.
Wednesday
in
the
Arcola/Tuscola Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
Student Body President
Luke Neumann said having
members bring back campus
feedback about the bar-entry
age should give the senate
enough information to formulate an opinion about the
issue.
Neumann, a member of the
liquor task force, said questions regarding the enforcement of a 21-year-old drinking

age in the bars and ethical
questions concerning religion
and morality of drinking in
the local taverns were all
brought up at the three liquor
forums.
The task force is expected to
submit its recommendation on
the bar-entry-age issue to the
City Council by March 19. The
task force meets again March

9.
At tonight's meeting,
Neumann said he will address
senate members and tell them
how he stands on the barentry issue.
Senate Speaker Bobby
Smith said he is not expecting
any senate resolutions to be
voted on at tonight's meeting.

- Staff report

Student faces drug
possession charges
An Eastern senior who was
charged with drug possession
last week made another
appearance in court Monday.
Kelly Willis, 22, from
Murrayville, was charged with
one count of possession of less
than 15 grams of cocaine and
one count of possession of less
than 15 grams of psilocybin, a
hallucinogen. Both are Class 4
felonies that carry a sentence
of one to three years.
He was also charged with
possession of intent to deliver
between 30 and 500 grams of
cannabis, a Class 3 felony that
carries a sentence of two to

five years.
According to court documents, Willis told police that
the drugs seized in the raid
were his.
Willis is free on $8,000 bond.
His preliminary hearing is
scheduled for 9 a.m. on
Monday.
Willis was arrested Feb. 22
at his apartment at 1052 First
St. by local police and members of the East Central
Illinois Drug Task Force who
were serving a search warrant.

- Staff report
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BREADSTICKS!

Spaghetti.
Special
$1.99
Every
Wednesday!
• Large Dining Area
• Poor Boy Sandwiches
• Salads, Beer & Wine

345-3890

or

345-3400
1600 LINCOLN
CHARLESTON

with the purchase of any
348-5454
Large or XXLG
Pizza!

SURPRISE YOUR FRIEND!

TRY OUR NEW HOT WINGS!

Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PICTURE AND MESSAGE
The Dally Eastern News

VL~J!liMIPIED
ADTEBTIMWG

PoLIVI
The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report
errors immediately at 5812812. A corrected ad will
appear in the next edition.
All classified advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed AFTER 2
p.m. will be published in
the following day's newspaper. Ads cannot be canceled
AFTER the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.

The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.

I IEBVICB OFFERED I .__I_lb_·_LP_W_.LVl'E_»_I ~I_Boo_~_Dll_TM_~
GET MONEY FAST... ELECTRONICALLY FILE YOUR
TAXES AT TOKENS AND
MAILBOXES
_ _ _ ca3/2,4,8, 1O,14, 16, 18
RCS/RELATIONSHIP COMPATIBILITY
SERVICE:
Confidential, economical opportunity to make new friends, find
compatible dating partners .
348-1958
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ca3/2-4

DAYTONA SPRING BREAK!
Stay on the beach in a NEW
tropical oceanfront Motel! Well
located - AAA rated. Flamingo
Inn - you'll love it. Call 1-800682-0919.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3/11
SPRING
BREAK
'94
JAMAICA - from $469, CANCUN - from $469 Other destinations available: Daytona &
Panama City Beach. Call
Student Travel Services @800648-4849 or Bill @348-1479 for
more information.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3/4
Spring Break in Cancun
Mexico! Starting at $399, limited space. Call Diane 581-5066

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 317

DIBEUTOBY
iJEBTICElil
OFFERED

TBA.VEL
TBA.IMNG/Mu:uoou

HELP W .ANTED
WA.NTED
..lDOPTION
RmE11/BmERM
BoOIDU.TElil
MllBLElillilORlil
FoBRENT
FoBMA.LE
Lol!IT

d? FOIJND

..ii..NNOIJNCJEMENTil

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT: fisheries. Many earn
$2,000+/mo. in canneries or
$3,000-$6,000+/mo. on fishing
vessels. For info. call: 1-206545-4155 ext. A5738
-------~-3/4
EDUCATION MAJORS to
nanny for six children in
Effingham. Three summer positions available: 1 full-time (MF), 2 part-time (weekends).
Only serious need apply. Send
resume and references to 38 N
Lakewood Dr., Effingham, II
62401. Any questions Call Jill
347-5368 leave message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3/28

:i Daily btem News

PAINTERS - Experienced
$9.50 to $15.00/hr. Paint houses this summer. Chicagoland
and other cities throughout
Illinois. CAMPUS CORPS
PAINTERS 1-800-536-6355
3/11
C,...,R,...,U-1-=cs-=E--S,...,H--l--P_.,.-S-H--1=-R--IN--G=---Earn
up to $2,000+/mo. on Cruise
Ships or Land-Tour companies.
World travel. Summer & FullTime employment available. No
exp necessary. For info. call 1206-634-0468 ext. C5738
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3/18
Marketing assistant. Marketing
credit card applications. One
week only-$50/day. Start tomorrow 11 a-6p. Call (800) 3222464.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/2

LOVING RESPONSIBLE COUP LE EAGER TO BECOME
PARENTS THROUGH ADOPTION . 309-392-2574 COLLECT
OR LEAVE MESSAGE.
_ _ _ _ca3/2-3/4,3/9-3/11

Place a 1O word Rides/Riders
Ad for ONLY $1. And we'll run it
for 5 DAYS without any
changes or cancellations.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ha-00

Spring/Summer/Fall/Now Male
grad. preferred 4 blks from EIU
After 5 348-6041
·
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/4
ROOMMATE WANTED FOR
BIG APARTMENT, CHEAP
(160) CLOSE TO CAMPUS,
F'94. CALL DAWN 345-4744.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3/4
94-95 Female Roommate wanted serious student, own room,
reasonable rent, no pets. Call
Melissa 348-1378
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3/2

ACROSS

Classified Ad Form
Name: ___________________
Address: _________________
Phone: __________ Student O Yes O No
Dates to run _________________
Ad to read:

1 Yahoo
5 Pigeon drop,
e.g.
9 Fill one's tank
14 Peace Nobelist
Myrdal
15 Rival of Martina
t& Busy airport
17 Freud's home
11 Ticked off
19 Client of
16-Across
20 Princess
Margaret's ex
23 Queue after a
24 Fishing gear
25 Ended a bout
early
27 Fishing gear
30 Barbering job
32 Really went for

Need a roommate immediately.
Male or female. Call 1-800-6028784 (Beeper) for a showing.
----,.,.,.---,----,---,-----3/4
Looking for 1 or 2 non-smoking
female to share a large apartment on 4th St. for next year.
Call 581-8004.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/3
2 Roommates needed for Fall
'94/Spring '95. PARKPLACE 1 Apt. 204 Sign lease IMMEDIATELY! Contact Dianna or
Martha at 348-8242. Leave
message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/11

lll'BLE88088

Desperately Seeking Sublessor
for roomy 1 bedroom apt.
Available March 15. Call 3459178
3/14
F:c:O:c:R=-=R-=E:--:N=T:-,N,.,-E=:E=:D=-=T,..,.W.,..,,0,---COLL EGE WOMEN TO SHARE
LARGE ROOM IN CHARMING
OLDER HOME. 12 BLOCKS
EIU. 230 EACH (UTILITIES
INCLUDED).
348-1814
HOLLY/MINDY
:::-::-------------=--'3/2
Sublessor needed Summer
only Park Place I $161. 25/mo
+ utilities for info. Call Patty at
345-7556
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3/4
Female roommate for Su '94.
All utilities paid. $185/mo.
Close to campus. Call 3488986
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/4

An ad this size,
For 1 Weekon1y

s31

Call The News at 581-2812
for more details

36 Bakery
enticement
38Tidetype
40 Nephew of
Caligula
411991 Emmywinning comic
44 Med. sch. subj.
45 Author Dinesen
46 Davis of "Do the
Right Thing"
47 Tout's offering
49 Nudnik
51 Highway hazard
52Uncommon
sense
53 Music-score
abbr.
55 Experimentation st~tion
581961
Inauguration
speaker

Under Classification of: - - -- - - - - - - - - - Expiration code (office use o n l y ) - - - - - - - - - - Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __
no. words/days
Payment:

Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

O Cash

0 Check

J

' - - - - - - - - - - -·.•. J

0 Credit

Check number _ _ _ _ __
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 1O cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

UAMP1Jll ULIPll
GREEK WEEK ELECTIONS will be held tonight at 8 p.m. int
Oakland Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
GREEK WEEK PHILANTHROPY will meet tonight at 6:30 p.
in the Walkway of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
GREEK WEEK BOOKLET will meet tonight at 6:30 in t
Casey Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
PANHELLENIC COUNCIL-ENVIRONMENT Issues commit!
meeting will be tonight at 4:30 p.m. in the Paris Room oft
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
BLACK GREEK COUNCIL Service Scholarship Fundraisi
meeting will be tonight at 6 p.m. in the Walkway of the Ma ·
Luther King Jr. University Union.
STUDENT ACTION TEAM will have its weekly meeting toni
at 7 p.m. in the Paris Room of the Martin Luther King J
University Union.
AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION will have a spea
meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in Room 029 of Lumpkin Hall.
AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY will have a meeting toni
at 6 p.m. in Room 415 of the Physical Science Building.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will hold a Bible Study toni
at 6 p.m. in Room 109A in Coleman Hall.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will hold a Habitat for Human
meeting tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the Newman Center.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will hold Mass tonight at 9 p.
in the Newman Center.
PRE-LAW CLUB will hold its weekly meeting tonight at 6 p.
in Room 221 of Coleman Hall.
THE COUNSELING CENTER will hold a workshop at 8 p.
March 3 in the Counseling Center. "Developing a Career" will
presented by Dr. Bud Sanders.
PHI GAMMA NU will have a pledge meeting tonight at 6 p.m.
Room 017 of Lumpkin Hall.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP will hold Wednesd
Night Bible Study tonight at 7 p.m. in the Christian Camp
House.
COLLEGE REPUBLICAN REGULAR meeting will be tonight
6:30 p.m. in Room 232 of Coleman Hall .
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA will hold a business meeting toni
at 5:30 p.m. in the Charleston/Mattoon Room of the Ma
Luther King Jr. University Union . Philanthropic meets at 4:
p.m.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE
ONLY for any non-profit campus organizational event. All er
st-iould be submitted to The Daily Eastern News office by n
ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example:
event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Cam
Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Frid
Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLI
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any
that is illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT
RUN. Clips may be edited for available space.

64 Jordanian port
66 Word on a $1

bill
67 Hoedown prop
68 Blender setting
69 Blockhead
10 " I f - - You"
(1929 hit)
71 Game-show
group
72Tom Smothers
amusement
73Courage

36

DOWN
1 Cry like a.baby
2 Mixed bag
3 Walkie-talkie
word
4Leavetime
s Fight souvenir
6 Eastern region
7 One more time
8Anti-D.W.I.
group
9 Composer of
Hitchcock's
theme
10 Sounds of
satisfaction
11 German coal
region
12 "Trinity" author
13 Saucy
21 Attack
22 Giraffe kin
a Taboos
27 Elephant rider,
perhaps
28 Maine college
town

41

44
47

64
68
71
Puzzle by Stanley Newman

29 Best Actor of '39
31 - - Work (rock
group)
33 Teammate of
Robinson and
Hodges
34"To-human"
35 B,2 quantities
37 Photo finish
39 Betraying
clumsiness
42 "Fantasia"
ballerina

43 "--1 can help
it!"
48 Sharon's land
50 Completely
54 Boris
Badenov's boss
55 Reindeer herder
56 Water color
57 Stable home

59 Miss Marple
discovery
60 Suffix for stink
&1 Waikiki locale
62 Chair part
63 Koppel and
Kennedy
65 Old-fashioned
· do

WEDNESDAY
P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30

MARCH

WTW0-2

WCIA-3

WAND-7 17

Inside Edition
Cops

News
Entmt. Tonight

News
Cops

Unsolved Myst.

The Nanny
Tom

Now

ESPN-24
USA-26
College Basketball: Major Dad
Villanova at
Wings

WGN-16 9C

WILL-12

LIFE-38

Fox-8

DISC-33

WEIU-9

Designing Women
Jeffersons

MacNeil, Lehrer

Unsolved
Mysteries

Roseanne
Cheers

Beyond 2000

Lamb Chop
Reading Rainbow ·

Griffith
Hillbillies (6:

Home Improve.
The Critic

Providence

Bullseye
NBA Basketball

Nova

Sisters

Beverly Hills, 90210

Wild Sanctuaries
Arctic

Little House

Movie:Bloo

Heaven and Hell

College Basketball: Movie: New York
Georgia Tech. at
Stories
Florida St.

Lakers at Bulls

In the Spotlight

Movie: Absolute
Strangers

Melrose Place

Wings

Bonanza

Law & Order

Dave's World
Murphy Brown
48 Hours

Star Trek the Next
Generation

Beyond 2000

News
America/Wholey

News
Jay Leno

News
M•A•s•H

News
Married ...

SportsCenter

News
Renegade

Star Trek

Wild Sanctuaries
Arctic

Motorweek
· Movie: Charade

Murder She Wrote

Keith Jarrett Trio
Being Served?
111. Lawmakers

Unsolved Myst.

55

51

TBS-18

Movie: Cybo

c
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6 bedroom house-6 person
LESSOR NEEDED for
r '94. Close to campus,
max. 165/mon.-10 mon lease room, clean, AJC. 345- · 1 block from square - Call after
6:00pm 345-3411 or 345-7553
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/4
~----:--:--:-=-3/3
2 GIRLS FOR 2 BR HOUSE
essors needed at Royal
CLOSE TO CAMPUS 10 MO
For summer '94. 345-9420.
_________3/12
LEASE WASHER & DRYER
$450 MO. 1520 12th St. 3457553
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/11
3 Bedroom remodeled apt. Low
Heat , utilities close to campus 1/2
water, trash and air conblock north of Domino's. Call
·ng included! 4 1/2 blocks 348-8792
_ __ _ _ __ _ _3/2
Campus (behind Pizza
1 bedroom apts. 1 person
FALL HOUSES 1806 11th ,
rm. $325.00 per month, 2 1810 Johnson, 1022 Second ;
ons - 1 bdrm . $185.00
two -bedroom apartments 415
11 1/2 month lease. Aldo
Harrison. Call 388-5032.
_ _ __ _ __ __ 3/15
a Apts, Call 345-2113
Realty for Charlotte or
Brittany Ridge : Completely
Furnished 2 non-smoking
5/6
females to share end unit ~l"""'N-=-G-A:-:P:-::T:-::Sc-=Fo=--=R-=F=-A~ LL complete with 3 baths, central
air, dishwasher, washer-dryer,
closets galore . 10 mo. lease
$185 + utilities. Summer openings also available 345-7314
~----::--:-:---,--,,..-:--'5/6
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/8
m furnished Apts. For
4 people. Dishwasher
STUDIO APT OFF THE
disposal, trash pick up
SQUARE FOR GIRLS OR
parking paid. Call 345COUPLE FURNISHED - REASONABLE AVAILABLE 5-14-94
CALL 348-0927 AFTER
5:00PM
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ca2/28-3/1
210 BUCHANAN - (near STIX)
5 BR Apt. 10 month lease;
$875/month
($175/person/month); A/C;
W/Dryer. 1427 9TH - 2 BR Apt.
12 month lease; $320/month
($160/person/mo); A/C ; wellmaintained 345-4853.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/3
4 BEDROOM (953 DIVISION)
$170.00 EACH, 5 BEDROOM
(715 9TH STREET) $150 .00
EACH TEN MONTH LEASE .
~------'5/6
Houses for 1 person to
FURNISHED, W/D 345-5728.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/17
All locations close to
s. Call 345-3875/leave Now leasing for fall. Very nice 2
ge. For 94-95 school
bdrm apt. completely furnished.
Water & garbage included in
rent. $21 O/each for 2 or
----.,.,...,..--:::-- '3/2
Responsible Females
$165/each for 3. 10 month
owners considered) to
lease. 348-0288.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/3
5 BR Apt. Lg . LR,
, 2 Baths, Low utilities. Now leasing for fall very nice 2
345-5523
bdrm apt completely furnished .
Water and garbage included in
.-----,-,---..,.---,-3/18
or 5 girls for well mainrent . $21 O/each for 2 or
student house 1 1 /2
$165/each for 3. 1 O month
from Old Main 1994 lease. 348-0288.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 3/3
ic Year 348-8406
For Rent: Need 1 college
....,---,--,--.,----~5/6
furnished across from
woman to share large room in
2 bdrm. house close to charming older home two
. No pets. Available Fall
blocks from EIU. $230/month
Call 345-3059
(includes util ities) . 348-1814
5/6
ask for Holly or Mendi.
..,..E=-A:-:S--=E-:-L-:A--=R:-:G:-:E::--:-3-::B:-::E 0---------,--3/8
FU RN I SHED APARTNow leasing for Fall. McArthur
AVAILABLE FOR THIS
Manor Apartments two-bedR OR 94-95 SCHOOL
room furnished apartments.
CALL 345-3664
913-917 Fourth St. 345-2231 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/6

lvin

and

9.'4 f... S\GI{
k RESTf...\lR.flNT
Th~\ '5'Mt),
Sll\RT, \-10 '5\-lot.S,
I() stR\l\CE ."

SUMMER ' 94 AND ' 94-'95 Attention Spring Breakers: Take
EIU's #1 Spring Break Trip to
SCHOOL YEAR . APT'S AND
sunny South Padre. For reserHOUSES.
CLEAN
AND
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. 345- . vations Call - Tony 348-0054 or
4487.
Darryl 345-7176
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/4
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/3
Beautifully decorated house for
Scooter and Motorcycle
Batteries $7.95 and up. Free
8 girls including washer and
dryer and large lawn. 1508 - 1st Testing Battery Specialists
St, 2 blocks N. of O'Brien field . 1519 Madison 345-VOLT
Aug 1-June 1 lease. $180.00
(8658)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ca3/2
per person monthly - you pay
your own utilities - Call 345- THE WOMEN OF DELTA ZETA
2113 Eads Realty for Jan or WOULD LIKE TO INVITE
EVERYONE TO OUR "DZ
Charlotte.
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ 516
DREAM MAN CONTEST' THIS
Fall '94 Also Available Summer THURSDAY IN THE UNIVER4 Bedroom house. Appliances SITY GRAND BALLROOM
furni shed Large backyard . FROM 6-9pm. THE COST IS
Excellent location Ample
$1 AND ALL DONATIONS GO
Parking Call 345-9774 After 5 TO THE
CHARLESTON
pm
SCHOOLS FOR SPEEQH AND
HEARING IMPAIRED.
---~-----3/2
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/2
DELTA ZETA "DREAM Man"
Contestants BEST WISHES
AND LUCK from The Sigma
Apple lie with printer, Lots of
Chi's.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.3/2
extras. $500. Call 348-8781 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/8
MONEY for college GUARANBody slide with instruction tape.
TEED. Regardless of grades or
New $20.00 Call, Heather 581economics. Millions unclaimed.
2566.
Recorded message gives
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/3
details. 348-0091.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/9
NEW FENDER CONCORD
ACOUSTIC GUITAR $200 Chivalry is alive. Shining
OBO. CALL JOHN 348-1514.
Michigan Knight is searching
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Y4
for the Lovely Italian princess
NEW
YORK
YANKEES
who studies history via the
STARTER JACKET EXCELsomewhat temperamental macLENT CONDITION $50. JOHN
intosh computers.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/2
348-1514.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/4
Tue. Mar. 8, 3:30p.m. CH232
.. What are the Myths and the
1 Realities about the Law School
Experience?? Find out the "true
scoop" from EIU's Pre-Law
LOST on 2122 mans gold linked
Advisor.
bracelet in Lantz parking area .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/2
$25.00 reward if found, Call 348DESIGNER OR GRUNGE?
7612 Brandi
YOU CHOOSE, WE HAVE IT!
..,....,----,.,..--.,--,---,--,...,.--,-.,,,..,,-..,.....,.-:3/2
"JUST SPENCE'S" 1148 6TH
FOUND: ROBIN ANDERSON'S
ST. OPEN TUES .-SAT. 1-5
DRIVERS LICENSE , PLEASE
TEL. 345-1469. WE BUY
PICK UP AT STUDENT PUBLICLOTHES AND MISC.
CATIONS.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/3
- - -,----,--...,.--313
Lost - philosophy book, author THE WOMEN OF DELTA ZETA
Knight, cover is purple and white. WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATUPlease return to Student
LATE THE FRATERNITIES ON
Publications.
THEIR HARD WORK AND
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/4
WISH THEM THE BEST OF
LUCK AT THE DZ DREAM
MAN CONTEST! GREAT JOB
ON THE BANNERS!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/2
ATTENTION SPRING BREAK- To the men of SIGMA CHI:
ERS!!! Party! Panama City thank you for choosing me as
$129.00, Daytona $169.00, Key
your new sweetheart! I am very
West $279.00 , Bahamas
honored . You guys are the
$389.00, Jamaica/Cancun
best! Love, Kara.
$469.00, Padre $279 .00 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/2
Quality Accommodations, Free
Joel Cowen of Pi Kappa Alpha:
Drink Parties! ENDLESS SUMThe ladies of Alpha Sigma
MER 1-800-234-7007.
Alpha are looking forward to a
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/12
great year with you as our new
DZ's looking forward to
Dream Man. Keep up the good
Thursday. Love KOR.
work.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/2
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3./2

Hobbes

by Bill Watterson

CATHY DARLING of SIGMA
KAPPA: Congratulations on
becoming the '94/'95 KOR
Sweetheart. I'm very proud of
you. Love Andy.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/2
Jerry Peck of KOR: Sorry you
didn't get your coffee Sunday,
but Elvis still loves you Baby.
The King.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/2
CATHY DARLING of Sigma
Kappa : Congratulations on
becoming KDR 's sweetheart!
Sig Kap love, Jenny.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/2
Jana Frees, of Delta Zeta ,
Thank you for an awesome
time on Friday night. I had a
blast! Your KOR #9 match .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/2
MELANIE MCCLAIN : I'm so
proud to be your mom. We are
going to have the best time
tonight. Sigma Love and mine,
Mom???
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/2
FRANCES
GREEN :
Congratulations on getting sisterhood coordinator and thanks
for making my birthday a blast!
You're the best mom. AGO love,
your kiddo.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.Y2
Sara Ellegood : Your mom is
watching you! Get excited for
tonight!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/2
Cathy Darling (Sig Kap)
Congratul;:itions on becoming
the sweetest sweetheart on
campus! Your KOR Brother.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/2
DZ's we had a great time last
Friday. Hope we can get together again soon. Love the Men of
KOR.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/2
Cathy Darling, Congratulations
on becoming the new Kappa
Delta Rho Sweetheart. Looking
forward to spoiling you because
you are the sweetest. Love the
Men of KOR.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/2
Shana - Keep smiling baby girl!
Tonight you'll find out who I am!
Sigma Love, Mom.
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ 3/2

Gina
and
Chris
Congratulations on getting
Lavaliered! I am so happy for
you! Love Frances.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/2
Brigid and Sherri of ASA:
Congratulations on winning the
3 on 3 Schick Superhoops basketball game. Your sisters are
proud of you. Have a great time
in Philadelphia.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/2
Melissa Hard - Your Phi Beta
Chi sisters wish you the best of
luck in the play. You ' ll do
GREAT!
_ _ _ _ _ _ ___3/2
KELLY LEARY OF AST :
Congratulations on being scholar of the week. Your sisters are
proud of you!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.3/2
SLOAN AND
HEATHER
HEATHER MORRISSEY OF
AST: You both did a fantastic
job planning a very successful
Midday Madness.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/2
HEATHER SLOAN OF AST:
Congratulations on getting your
position as all greek standards
board justice. Tau love, your
sisters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Y2
To the men of DELTA TAU
DELTA: I am touched that I
have been chosen as DELTA
TAU DELTA Sweetheart! I am
looking forward to this year and
all of the memories that will be
made. It is an honor to represent the best fraternity on campus! Thank you DELTA TAU
DELTA! Get ready for a great
year! Love your Lil Sweetheart,
Tracey.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/2
MATT SWEENEY Happy
Birthday, It's Time To Get
CRAZY!
Love ,
ALICIA,
MARYJO, KIM, LISA , BRID-

GET.
----,-----:--:--=-.3/2

CASH
FOR
COLLEGE!
RESULTS 100% GWARANTEED! Recorded message
gives details. 345-2629, ext.
112.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _516

You WANT to GO,
You NEED to Go,
You HAVE to Go,
but. .. you Have NO CASH!
The Daily Eastern News Spring Break Classifieds
can turn those unwanted items into Spring Break CASH!
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'This may be used only by Students, Faculty and Staff selling personal items.
Does not apply to any commercial enterprises. Good through February only.
(No refunds or credits on canceled ads). Student ads must be paid in
advance. Deadline 2 p.m. previous day. NO EXCEPTIONS. The News
reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _
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=Spring training fans flock to
Jordan for baseball autograph
SARASOTA, Fla. (AP) - Who wants
Michael Jordan's autograph now that
he's wearing a different type of uniform? Fans, of course.
Teammates, too.
"Everyone is asking for autographs.
All the players are working me to
death, so at least I'm worth something," Jordan said.
He did sign for fans Tuesday, two
ays after they'd jammed against a
nee, creating a dangerous situation
some small children in front.
After putting down his bats and a
ttle of the sports drink he's paid mil'ons to endorse, Jordan made sure
ere was no pushing as he started to
. One small boy in the front was
owed to step under a rope as securi-

ty personnel surrounded Jordan and
kept the crowd back. It looked a bit
like a president working a crowd.
"I made it aware to security that if it
gets out of control, I'd leave. But being
that the kids are skipping school, I
thought I'd at least make it worth
their while to sign a few for them,"
Jordan said. "I try to do as many as I
can, but you can never really satisfy
them all."
He signed hats, programs, baseballs,
basketballs. One man even held out a
$5, hoping Jordan would sign beside
another famous American, Abe
Lincoln.
Another fan told Jordan he needed
the autograph for his grandchildren.
Another said he was single and wasn't

asking for his grandchildren but for
himself. "How about signing for a
senior citizen?" an elderly man asked.
The session complete, Jordan made .
it to his locker and admitted that daily
press briefings on his progress were
getting old and starting to wear on
him.
He did say he was looking forward
to Thursday's intra squad game where
he might face Cy Young winner Jack
McDowell.
"I think I'm well-equipped with fundamentals they have been teaching
me," Jordan said. "I'm ready to see if I
can excel at it or do well at it or do
some of that in live action," Jordan
said.

ith ·Olympics over, Harding now
eadies for disciplinary hearing
PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) - As Tonya Harding slept in late in
er first day home from the Olympics, the U.S. · Figure
ting Association proceeded Tuesday with plans to subject
to a disciplinary hearing next week.
A five-member USFSA panel will determine whether
· g should be kicked out of the association for her role
the Jan. 6 attack on rival Nancy Kerrigan.
The hearing will begin March 10 in Colorado Springs,
lo., said Bill Hybl, the panel's chairman.
Harding's attorneys had asked for an indefinite delay of
hearing, which previously was scheduled for March 9,
t the USFSA was willing only to move it back only one .
'They wanted more time but this was the best we could do
accommodate them," Hybl said. "We've got the_world
pionships coming up." The panel already has decided
were reasonable grounds to believe Harding was in on
knew of the Kerrigan plot. The committee ordered a hearbe held to determine what disciplinary action, if any,
d be imposed.

• From Page 12

e-point average, stand out.
just go all out in basketball, but, at
same time, I try hard to get good
es," the physical education major
. "I would like to be a coach or a
er someday."
ther key ingredient to Landrus'
s is his unselfishness.
m not really vocal, but when the
comes, I do what we have to do to
• he said. "I'd rather give a guy a
than me score the basket. If somes open, I'll pass it to them."
Derrick is a versatile player,"
uels said. "Not only does he handle
ball well, but his perimeter shooting
'ty and penetration are excellent.
versatility he gives our team is an
t factor for us."
andrus has accumulated several
ds, achievements and honorable
tions over the years. Some of last
's honors include being the team's

The most severe potential penalties are suspending her
association membership or banning her from the organization for life. Either action would bar her from the World
Figure Skating Championships, scheduled for March 22-27
in Chiba, Japan.
"She really wants to go to the worlds, if they let her,"
Harding's coach, Diane Rawlinson, said Tuesday.
The panel is to meet with USFSA attorneys on March 9 to
lay the groundwork for the hearing, which could last as long
as three days.
One of Harding's attorneys, Bob Weaver, would not say
whether his client would attend.
"We will respond in some fashion but I can't make any
comment beyond that," Weaver said.
Harding is scheduled to meet with her lawyers
Wednesday.
Hybl said the USFSA wants Harding to participate. She
did not take part in the earlier hearing.
"She can either appear, she can send us a videotape or she
can submit a statement," Hybl said.

best three-point shooter (40.2 percent) the main thing for me."
and No. 2 scorer with a 12.9 points-perSimons added that Landrus's strong
game average, team-leader from the points include putting the ball in the
free-throw line at 81.3 percent (61-for- hole and being extremely quick on the
75), third best in Eastern's 12 years as a floor.
"I think Derrick has proven that he
Division I program. Landrus also led the
team with 3.3 assists per game.
can do a lot of other things besides
In high school, Landrus was the score," Simons said.
state's top Class AA scorer with a 31.2
As far as basketball remaining with
points-per-game average. His most him in the future, Landrus maintains a
memorable game was a 56-point effort sensible view of it.
"You never totally put (basketball) out
against Casey, still the single-game scoring record at Charleston High School.
of the picture, but it's doubtful," Landrus
"Derrick was simply blessed with said. "But you can always have a hope."
·God-given talent," Charleston coach
Just like his idol, Michael Jordan,
Steve Simons said. "He does a lot of Landrus may also leave the game of basthings you don't teach. Derrick was a ketball in style being remembered as an
player that was not only easy to coach, offensive threat and solid playmaker.
but fun to watch."
"He is a player that.can just mesmerLandrus recorded 54 points in another ize you," Simons said. "It was fun coachhigh school contest, and his highest out- ing Derrick because you would get so
put as a Panther came this season ver- involved in watching him, making it a
sus Northeastern Illinois with 27 tallies. challenge to stay focused on the game
"Those were big games for me, but I itself."
just like to win," Landrus said. "That is

" FrOJ!l Page 12
radiation treatment, will not travel with the
during their final two games of the season
t Wright State, according to Matt Zircher,
State's Sports Information Director. And her
for the Mid-Con tourney remains in question.
here in the Mid-Con:
m's three-game winning streak, snapped in
· ht State loss, was the longest by a Lady
basketball team since February of 1991.
success of the streak greatly effected the
performances of several Eastern players in
ecoring increase per game.
~ring leader Shannon Baugh (14.9 points
) averaged 26.3 points per game in the three-

game span. Sophomore guard Tourrie Frazier (6.8
points per game) averaged 14.7 points in the stretch
and Nicky Polka (9.1 points per game) averaged 12.7
points.
• And while the Lady Panthers were catching some
late-season fire, racking up those three-straight victories before Saturday's loss, Youngstown State was
doing the same thing.
After dropping 12-consecutive Mid-Con ball, the
last place Lady Penguins (6-18, 3-13) rolled off a trio
of triumphs against Valparaiso, Illinois-Chicago and
Wright State - fifth, sixth and eighth place in the
Mid-Con respectively.
In addition to the teams' success, junior forward
Kristi Echelberry was named this weeks Mid-Con
"Player of the Week" after averaging over 22 points

Baseball
squad
snowed
under
The season opener for
Eastern's baseball team
was postponed Tuesday
because of unplayable
field conditions.
The Panthers were to
have
traveled
to
Bloomington, Ind. , for a
single game with the
Hoosiers Tuesday afternoon.
The game has not yet
been rescheduled.
The team may try to
play today's scheduled
game with Indiana State
at Terre Haute, Ind. ;
rather than here, where
it was originally scheduled to be played.
The Sycamores play on
an Astroturf field.

Cooper
• From Page 12

notified whether. or not his
6.28 ranks him among the
top 16 individualsP.ationally.
Last season, .Cooper ran
6.23 and 21.13, respectively.
His 55 time rarlks second on
Eastern's all-time list and his
200 time is the current school
record.
• McAfee, a freshman, will
be competing in the 400
(46.70, 47.80). He is currently
undefeated in head-to-head
competition at 400, and has a
best so far of 49.30, which
ranks seventh on Eastern's
all-time list. McAfee would
need to break the school
record (47.87, Dan Steele,
1991) to make provisional.
• Shaffer, a junior, will
compete in the mile (4:01.80,
4:07.00). Under 4:20 three
times this season, Shaffer's
best of 4:11.50 ranks 10th on
Eastern's all-time list.
• Trentman, a senior, will
compete in the high jump (74 112, 7-1). His best leap of
the season, 6-10 1/4, came
last Friday, and was his
fourth effort over 6-9 3/4 this
season. The height ranks him
fifth on Eastern's all-time
list. Trentman has attempted
to break.the school record (70, Mike Hamman, 1987)
twice, and barely missed.

-- Compiled by sports writer
Brian Harris

during their winning streak.
On the surface, it would appear that it took two
defeats to the ninth-place Lady Panthers to get the
Lady Penguins into the gear, knowing that second loss
to Eastern dropped their Mid-Con record to 0-12 at
the time.
• And while on the subject of three's; Valparaiso,
Eastern's opponent on Saturday, had .a .$.ree-game
winning streak of its own snapped by 'Youngstown
State last Saturday.
· :; '
The Lady Crusaders will attempt 1io-,get back on
track at home against the Lady Panth~, who they
defeated 97-86 on Jan. 29 at Lantz Gym:/:"
.' >fv<-e
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-- Compiled by sports writer Anthony t l l a
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Lady Panthers
aim for Mid-Con
softball crown

Local
product
mak~s
good

By DAN FIELDS
Staff writer

By BOB CRAMPTON
Staff writer

Playing both his high
school and college basketball
in Charleston has made
Eastern guard Derrick
Landrus something of a
hometown hero.
"It's been great," the 6foot-1-inch junior standout
said. "I don't think it would
be the same anywhere else.
"People are very supportive of me, and I'd like to
thank everybody for that. I
just go out and try to play
hard for them every game."
For anyone, making the
jump from the high school to
collegiate ranks is, to say the
least, quite an adjustment.
"I felt a little pressure
coming in, but I just worked
as hard as I could," Landrus
said.
In fact, despite having limited playing time his freshman year, Landrus maintained a positive outlook.
Panther head coach Rick
Samuels said the adjustment
to college ball was "a little
tough at first" for the area
product.
"Things didn't go really
well my freshman year, and I
didn't see much playing
time," Landrus said. "But I
kept working hard, and when
my time came, I just took
advantage of it."
As a freshman, Landrus
had the opportunity to play
in
the
1992
NCAA
Tournament against Indiana
- albeit a 94-55 loss.
"That was a great experience, and it's something I
want to do again," said
Landrus, who canned a trio
of treys versus the Hoosiers.

JLIJNOl
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Junior guard Derrick Landrus has been a steady mainstay for Eastern's basketball team. Landrus is the team's
second leading scorer averaging 12.9 points per game.

"It helped me build confidence right at the end of the
year."
The modest Landrus said
he doesn't worry much about
recognition and admits his
No. 1 priority is getting an
education.
"A few people will remember you 10 to 15 years down
the
road,"
the
1991

Wright State
bumps Eastern
from playoffs
Before Saturday's 68-54
triumph over the Lady
Panthers, it had been a
tough stretch of the season
for the Lady Raiders of
Wright State, and one they
faced without their head
coach Terry Hall.
The Lady Raiders have
been riding an emotional
roller coaster the majority
of the season since Hall,
coaching in her fourth season at Wright State, was
diagnosed with ovarian
cancer, causing her to miss
various stretches of the
season.
Wright State assured

itself the
t-H-++++'H-1-++-la eighth and
final spot
in the MidContinent
Con-ference tourWomen's
Basketball nament by
beating
notebook
Eastern
1 a s t
Saturday in Lantz Gym.
Wright State had dropped
seven of its last eight MidCon contests - after
defeating
the
Lady
Panthers 71-56 on Jan. 22.
Hall, who has been
0

" Continued on Page 11

Charleston High School graduate said. "I'd like to be
known as a great player in
Charleston and at Eastern,
but the main thing is to get
an education."
Emphasis on studies and
basketball is what makes
Landrus, holder of a 3.3
•Continued on Page 11

Losing only one player
from last year's squad,
Eastern's softball club looks
to be a serious threat to take
first place in the MidContinent Conference championship this season.
Head coach Beth Perine is
upbeat about the upcoming
season, which starts this
weekend at the Southern
Illinois Classic, and has
every reason to be.
"The keys are that we
have a lot of people returning," said Perine. "We are
very experienced, and I
expect those (experienced)
players to step up.
"A lot of juniors and
seniors need to perform this
year."
Two of those "experienced
players" that Perine mentioned are Coli Turley and
Sharna McEwan.
Turley, a senior from East
Peoria, will spend most of
her time on the mound this
year. When she isn't pitching, Turley will probably be
stationed at second base.
But with being a senior
comes the leadership qualities that Perine expects out
of Turley.
"I hope Coli will be a leader offensively and defensively," said Perine. "She will
pitch, play second base and
hit in one of the top three
positions."
As the ace of the pitching
staff, Perine looks to use
Turley against key opponents.
"I think Coli will pitch
against the best teams we
will play, and she will have a
real successful year on the
mound," said Perine.
McEwan, a sophomore

r· o
- Queensland
Australia,
seems to b
the Panther
choice
t
once agai
lead
th
offensive
attack.
Last year,
Coli
McEwan gar
Turley
nered All·
Mid-Continent Conferenc
and All-Tournament tea
honors as a redshirt fresh·
man. Leading the team in
batting average (.389), RBI's
(29) and doubles (12), Perine
said McEwan is capable o
posting the same numbers if not better.
"In Sharna, we look for
her to have another goo
year," said Perine. "She wa
and will be, critical to ou
offense."
A newcomer that Perin
expects to contribute to thi
year's team is Jennife
Cherveny.
A freshman from Streato
Cherveny is predicted to fi
one of the slots in the ou
field.
"I think Jennifer will sta
in left or center field," sai
Perine. "She has come a lon
way since the fall, and w
hope she will contribute
great deal."
If all goes as expected
Eastern will have an excel
lent shot at capturing th
Mid-Continent Confe.renc
Tournament. But for the firs
time, an added incentive wi
be awarded to the champio
- in the form of an automati
bid
to
the
NCA
Tournament.
Even so, Perine realize
that the road to success wi
be difficult.
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Cooper, others aim for
NCAA qualifying marks
Obadiah Cooper has one
more chance to meet NCAA
qualification in the 55 and
200-meter dashes, the two
events in which he went to
nationals last·year.
In track, there are two
qualifying marks in each
event, an automatic and provisional. If an athlete makes
automatic, then he or she
will compete in the indoor
championship meet at the
Hoosier
Dome
in
Indianapolis, Ind. March 1112,
without
question.
However, if the desired number of entrants, determined
by the NCAA, do not make
automatic, then officials go
down the provisional list
until the spots are filled. The
number of qualifiers allowed
in each event, unless more

make automatic, varies from
10 to 16.
Cooper, a senior, made
provisional in the 55 (6.19
automatic qualifying time,
6.28 provisional qualifying
time) in January, running
6.28 seconds during a triangular meet at Lantz. In the
200 (21.08, 21.50), Cooper's
best this season of 21.64
falls just shy of the provisional mark. He, along with
teammates Kert McAfee,
Nate Shaffer and Neal
Trentman will compete in an
NCAA last chance meet at
Indiana University on
Friday.
Cooper's sprint times are
the closest to qualifying. If
he does not improve in either
race, Cooper will later be
• Continued on Page 11

Top indoor
performances
Event
Mark
55 m
6.28
200 m
21.64
400 m
49.30
600 yard 1:15.6
600 m
1:22.73
800 m
1:55.02
1000 m
2:35.96
Mlle
4: 11. 50
3000 m 8:36.08
5000 m
15:12.56
55· hurdles 7.73
Shot
44-10 3/4
Weight
46-1 1/4
Long jump 22·10
Triple jump48-ll 3/4
Pole vault 16-0
High jump 6-10 3/4
Mile relay 3:19.92

Name
Obadiah Coope
Obadiah Coop
Kert McAfee
Joe Dougherty
V.Wade Bey
Nate Shaffer
Brent Rankin
Nate Shaffer
Nate Shaffer
Jeff Trask
f:d Macklin
D. Myerscough
D.Myerscough
Ed Macklin
Ed Macklin
Bryan Rebham
Tim Thompson
Ray McElroy
Neal Garrison,
V. Wade Bey,
Kert McAfee

Distance medley relay 10:29.91
Joe Dougherty,
Seth Bond
Brent Rankin,
Ryan Meece

